Sturbridge Train Trip Highlights

By Jeff Travers '64

Last weekend over 1,000 Technos and their dates attended the student Centennial celebration. The whirl of planned social events culminated Friday night, April 21, with the Centennial Ball, a formal dance held in Rockwell Cage, and ran through Saturday. A tryst ride to Old Sturbridge Village and an evening jazz concert highlighted Saturday's program. Informal parties held by individual living groups were interspersed throughout.

Harry Marshand's major orchestra supplied music at Friday's formal. Medleys of dance and show tunes, in style, ranged from waltzes tempo to Latin twist, something close to rock and roll, comprised Marshand's varied program.

The Sigma Chi chorus and quartet, winners of All-Techno Sing, furnished entertainment at Intermission. The setet sang songs from My Fair Lady, "With a Little Bit of Luck," and "Get Me To The Church On Time," and a spiritual entitled "Chimney Is The Mountain." Selections from the chorus included "How Merrily We Live," "Coe Nan Con Despeis," and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi."

Stratton is Great

Among the distinguished guests at the ball were Dean and Mrs. John E. Burchard, Dr. and Mrs. Julius A. Stratton, and Dean and Mrs. John T. Tate. According to Jerry Grossman '65, chairman of the student Centennial Committee, a personal donation from Dr. Stratton and a grant from the Centennial Committee financed much of the decoration of the hall. A spacious wood dance floor, huge Japanese lanterns, alphabetically arranged flags of the nations of the world, a pine tree backdrop for the orchestra, and a Sea of people adorned the cage.

Saturday morning classes were canceled, and weary sociables found little repose. At 9:30 a.m., living groups turned out to decorate their railroad cars for the Sturbridge trip. "The train was clean, the music was good, and we had a good ride," said one group. The Sigma Chi chorus and quartet, winners of All-Techno Sing, furnished entertainment at Intermission.

In addition to the social events, the Techno Again Institute (Committee will meet for the first time as a unit tomorrow evening in the new Institute Lounge at 7:30. All interested students are invited to attend this meeting of the Committee.

On Tuesday morning, the Techno Again Institute will hold its first meetings. Presently nominated for this post are John Davis and Jerry Katell. Another important order of business at tomorrow's meeting will be discussion of a motion by Sophomore Class President Frank Levy that the distribution time for class rings be changed.

The Faraday Medal is awarded not ofteners than once a year, either for scientific or industrial achievements in electrical engineering or for conspicuous service to the advancement of electrical science. One of the blocks and it is possible, though tricky, to scale the domes. One of the coeds who ventured the first climb reported as follows:

"Boston is lovely from the roof of Building 7.

The Freshmen who organized and led the participants had planned the Centennial gift weeks before, and had already made a trip to the roof to assure that the job could be done.

At a midnight gathering of some Freshmen on the Great Court on Friday, April 16, they asked for volunteers to help put up the candle and the sign. About 20 dozen students made the first reconnaissance mission that night, sneaking past the Building 7 guards to meet on the roof of Building 7.

They then entered the Engineering Library, where the dome was occupied they were unable to go farther up towards the dome. Instead, several of the students made a practice climb to the Minor Dome atop Building 7.

Dome Crowned By Candle

By Ann Sarney '64

Early last Thursday morning, passers-by on Memorial Drive viewed an unusual birthday gift to the Institute: a 9-foot-high candle and a "Happy Birthday" sign had been placed on the Great Dome above the Engineering Library. They had been presented to MIT by members of the Class of 1964 after days of planning and clandestine excursions along Institute rooftops in the dead of night.
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THE TECH will begin a regular classified advertising column in the next issue. To place your ad:

1) Type the ad on a sheet of paper with the word order exactly as you want it to appear in THE TECH.
2) Count the total number of letters and spaces in the ad and divide by 33 to obtain the number of newspaper lines your ad will require.
3) Place the ad and 20c for each line or fraction thereof in an envelope clearly marked CLASSIFIED AD on the outside. Either bring or mail to THE TECH, MIT Walker Memorial, Cambridge 39, Mass.

If the office (second floor) is not open, deposit envelope under door.

Here is a sample of the style in which classified ads will be set:

TYPEWRITER, good condition, $30
MANHOLE, 16 rooms, either for rent or sale, call between 2 and 3 p.m., est. 000.

They call it
"kiss mist"
THE NEW SURE BREATH FRESHENER FOR PEOPLE WHO LIKE TO BE LIKED!

New Lavoris Oral Spray . . . they call it "Kiss Mist" on campuses across the nation! "Kiss Mist"! Exciting new way to freshen your breath instantly! Use it anytime, anywhere—after eating, drinking, smoking—whenever you want to be close . . . stay close!

One spray does what breath gums and mints can’t do! New Lavoris Oral Spray freshens breath—kills odor-causing germs on contact! Comes in a carry-it-with-you bottle, handy for pocket or purse.

250 sprays * Less than a penny a spray 69¢

LAVORIS ORAL SPRAY

---

Seeger At Sturbridge

Pete Seeger is shown singing folksongs to over 2000 Centennial Weekend Participants at Sturbridge Village. The trip to the Village was made on trains decorated with some contemporary MIT motto, "Happy Birthday MIT," "Tech Is Hell," and "$1700 Is Too Damn High."

Subscribe To The Tech

AUTHENTIC INDIA MADRAS is a Brooks Brothers specialty

Our University Shop has an unusually distinctive selection of hand-woven India Madras sportwear—made on our exclusive models in unusual colorings, predominantly reds, blues and greens, including:

Our Good-Looking Odd Jackets; $35
Bermuda Length Shorts, $12.50
Button-Down Collar Pullover Sport Shirts, $8.50
And beachwear, neckwear, belts, etc.

250 sprays * Less than a penny a spray 69¢
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Students Deck Train; Freshmen, MJQ, Corey Entertain

(Continued from Page 1)

Chi Phi swept all honors, however, with a caricature of a bewildered beaver grasping a side rule and contemplating a card of Rheingold. Superimposed on the village green of Old Sturbridge was a round-trip party on various subjects of interest. He was followed by an hour of soft sounds on piano, bass, vibraphone and drums by the Modern Jazz Quartet. The Quartet played numerous jazz standards and several compositions of their own, including "Bluesology" and "Golden Leaves." The Four Freshmen completed Saturday's roll of entertainers. "Route 66" and "Candy" were two of the numbers done by the Freshmen. The concert was the most heavily attended of all Centennial functions. The three acts played to a packed house of 2,000.

An unofficial but widely attended Centennial event was an open-air party held on Sunday morning by Phi Kappa Theta. The party boasted two bands, one mounted on a thirty-five-foot flat-bed trailer truck. Over three hundred people from all parts of MIT assembled to wind up the week-end at the party. Previously announced plans for a beard-growing contest and for a physics lecture delivered in the style of the 1860's were canceled.

The Spiral of Centennial

Have a ball in Europe this Summer (and get college credits, too!)

Imagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in Europe that includes everything from touring the Continent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sorbonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week coeducational Mediterranean island beach-club resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland, sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon, Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel and Lourdes. Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne. Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art, Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring Europe that includes everything from touring the Continent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sorbonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week coeducational Mediterranean island beach-club resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE, $15.72 per day plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals, everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

CLUB MEDITERRANEAN, $13.26 per day plus air fare. Here's a 21-day tour that features 3 days on your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri, Naples and Pompeii, plus 8 fun-filled, sun-drenched, fabulous days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style Club Mediterraneo on the romantic island of Sicily. Spend your days basking on the beach, swimming, sailing—your nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals, everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.

GREAT COURSE to take is the one that leads to the King of Beers. Next time you're away from the books, enjoy a refreshing glass of Budweiser.
Tuition Rise, Riot

Looking back upon the announced rise in tuition fees, I must say that the result that followed, certain conclusions can be drawn. First, seventeen hundred dollars really does sound like an amount of money to have to spend for an education each year; the average per capita income in this country is only a few years more than MIT's tuition will be. This fact alone, is enough to give anyone pause in considering the state of higher education in the present day. If the trend of the past ten years continues, MIT tuition will go to two thousand dollars within the next two years. This spiraling will end nobody is willing to attempt to guess. The growing disparity between cost at the larger educational institutions and the present level. Any body at pretty much the present level. Any
determined to maintain--the sizes of their student bodies, and as well as the growing disparity between the number each educate is going to force a hard look at the present level.

MIT and the Ivy League colleges, have determined to maintain the sizes of their student bodies as well as the growing disparity between the number each educate is going to force a hard look at the present level.

The Weekend

The social aspect of the MIT Centennial observance has now come to an end, with the student version over the past weekend, and the faculty version over the weekend next. Though MIT cannot speak for the faculty, but we are sure that most students who took part in the festivities over the weekend have been very successful. The committee of students who arranged the weekend deserves consideration for the praise for their efforts, and some of the difficulties they have encountered in the planning of the weekend, and the disappointment that precipitated the dissatisfaction that it was not spontaneous and unplanned.

The riot that followed the night after the announcement of the tuition increase, was a sort of gesture of resistance toward this. It really does seem as though no one quite knew what to say or do about the rise. As it was, there was more noise than action, and could not prevent the riot.

The riot broke out because, MIT, as something of a pacifist in the tuition area, was able to convince high school students that paying for their education was worthwhile and financial aid is available. The nine percent drop in applicants for the freshman class of 1955 has not been attributable to the cost of an MIT education, but it has not been disregarded either.

In the meantime, we have been able to convince high school students that paying for their education was worthwhile and financial aid is available. The nine percent drop in applicants for the freshman class of 1955 has not been attributable to the cost of an MIT education, but it has not been disregarded either.

Room 10-250

One of the less controversial conclusions of the late report of the Student Committee on Educational Policy is that the hall designated as 10-250 is something less than an ideal place in which to listen to a lecture. This, the largest lecture hall on campus, receives considerable use from some of the larger class meetings. There is no doubt that one can fall asleep in this room, presuming one can find a place to put one's head. A first step, a simple step, in the direction of improving 10-250 is to put the light in the right place so as to give a reasonable level of illumination. Perhaps something might also be done about the placing of the benches, or the placing of an automobile on the East Campus roof, it does deserve a place in the annals of the coming century.

If we had not noticed that this Centennial gesture had been in the planning stage for two months, we might have guessed that it was inspired by the news that a column appeared in this newspaper. Carrying out their operation with all the skill of seasoned pranksters, the boys and girls have been very stent practiced with dry runs and camouflage.

One lesson that might be drawn from this incident is that the group of students who can gain admission to one of the larger courses taught here.

The weekend was an extraordinary occasion, with both his ideas and accomplishments, a lot of people who have x...
Kibitzer

(Continued from Page 4)

be the case, but if he duces, the heart suit could still not be brought in. This declarer’s plan works only if the hearts are divided three-three or if West has a doubleton king. The method declarer should have used still works whenever the suit splits three-three but also whenever East has the king guarded no more than four times.

Drawing trumps is generally a smooth idea, but one must not do it before plans to bring in the side suit have been made.

Will Study Abroad

Five MIT Men Win Fulbrights

The announcement of five Fulbright awards has been received by the Admissions Office. Carl A. Anderson, Jr., XXI, is to study Nuclear Engineering at the University of Oslo in Norway. Going to the Goethe Institute in Poona, India, is Alan P. Carlson, XIV, to study Economic Development.

Robert N. Fisher, XXI-A, will also be at the University of Oslo in Norway studying Product Design. At Rotterdam, The Netherlands, will be Thomas J. Rothenberg, XIV, to study Economics. Charles T. Stifler, IV-A, will be studying Architecture at the University of Rome in Italy.

Also, several members of the MIT staff have received U. S. Educational Exchange Grants. Dr. Warren Ambrose will lecture in mathematics at the University of Santiago in Chile. Dr. Francis Low will be conducting research in Physics. Lecturing on Microwave Physics at the University of Grenoble in France will be Dr. Malcolm W. P. Strandberg. Mr. Roland Parks will lecture in Mining at the University of Assuit in Egypt.

Fulbright scholarships were made available under the act of the U. S. Congress for the following countries: Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, China, France, India, Italy, and many others.

Two approaches to the "man’s deodorant" problem

If a man doesn’t mind shaving under his arms, he will probably find a woman’s roll-on satisfactory. Most men, however, find it simpler and easier to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts. And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any other deodorant. How about you? $1.00 and $1.00 plus tax

Subscribe To The Tech

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

Here’s one filter cigarette that’s really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton’s Dual Filter gives you a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke, Tareyton delivers—and you enjoy—the best taste of the best tobaccos.
The Boston Public Library Presents
New Show: "Focus on Africa"

The Boston Public Library announces a new exhibit, "Focus on Africa," presently in progress in the Main Library building. A display of books, documents, maps, color photographs and the like, the exhibit occupies a large area on the first floor's main floor, including main lobby and corridors. A special feature of the exhibit is its demonstration of how librarians and other services can bring to the inquiring visitor a vast array of material on topics of current and growing interest (like Africa). To this end, the exhibit includes representative materials from a dozen or more of the Library's special departments and concern demonstrates of reader location of book and periodical information.

Of general interest are the books from the Central Library's popular Open Shelf Department: novels, anthologies, reports on current conditions and literature. Pauline Smith's "The Little Karoo," Peter Alphonse's "Echoes from Vido- mo," and Nadine Gardner's "The Joys of Mossel Bay" are members of this department. Ghana is the autobiography of one of Africa's leading statesmen, Kwame Nkrumah, and South Africa inTransit is Alan Paton's fine report on a deeply troubled land.

"Focus on Africa" is on exhibit through Saturday evenings, April 28 and 29. The show, an experimental presentation directed by Joseph D. Schwartz Hall, will be held this Friday and Saturday nights, April 28 and 29. For tickets, send $1.50 per lecture to the Office of Adult Education, Brandeis University, Waltham 34, Mass. If you should want to go to all four, the series will cost only $5.

This Week at Wellesley
A comedy drama by Eugene Ionesco, "The Lesson," is to be performed this Friday and Saturday evenings, April 28 and 29. The show, an experimental production, will begin at 7:30 Friday night and 8:00 Saturday night. Both performances will be given in the Alhambra Hall at Wellesley. Also at Wellesley, a concert will be given by the Boston Fine Arts String Quartet. The program will be all-American and will be presented in Jewett Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 30.

Communications Week
Communications Week is being held this week. During the week, well-known experts in their respective fields will visit the library to acquaint the students and interested public with communications. For further details on the remainder of the week, contact the School of Communications, University of Florida.

Boston Public Library

A.P.O. College Bulletin

Tufts Gives Jonson Play

The Silent Woman, a comedy written by Ben Jonson in 1609, is to be presented at the Tufts Arena Theater. This production, by Ben Point and Freadt (We don't know the significance of that name either), will be given on April 27, 28, and 29 at 8:30. The tickets are $1.75 for the general public, and will be presented at 8:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 30.

M.I.T. Dramashop Presents "ANDROCLLES AND THE LION"

by George Bernard Shaw
Directed by Joseph D. Eveningham
plus "Great Catherine"
Little Theatre, Kresge Auditorium
Wed., April 26 through Sat., April 29
8:30 p.m.
Tickets $1.00 Reservations: ext. 2970

Pre-Show Stroll: 7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m. Performance

SEAT SAVE STATION

Good for your Troy Lotion

Refreshings antiseptic action needs razor nicks, helps keep your skin in top condition.

1.00 plus tax

SHERMAN New York, N.Y.
After 12 Seasons
Charles Munch To Retire

The Boston Symphony Orchestra will replace its music director, Dr. Charles Munch, at the end of the 1961-62 series of concerts. Erich Leinsdorf, conductor of the Metropolitan Opera, will succeed Dr. Munch, announced Henry B. Cabot, president of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, at Friday, April 21.

Dr. Munch has directed the Boston Symphony Orchestra for the past twelve seasons, and now at the age of 70 he is ready to retire. He began his career in 1953 in Paris, at first as a violinist, then as concertmaster of the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig. In 1946 Dr. Munch was guest conductor in Boston and in 1948 he conducted the French Orchestre Nationale in Symphony Hall. His first regular season as music director of the Boston Symphony was in 1949-50. Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, previous to Dr. Munch as music director, was with the Orchestra for 25 years, but because of the time in his life that Dr. Munch began conducting in Boston, it is hardly feasible for him to continue in his capacity as music director. Last weekend Dr. Munch conducted the Boston Symphony Orchestra at Symphony Hall in a really outstanding performance of the complete dramatic symphony, "Romeo and Juliet," by Hector Berlioz. The section in the performance were Giorgio Tozzi, baritone; Cesare Valloti, tenor; and Rosalind Elias, contralto. Participating in the production was the New England Conservatory Chorus. It was after this concert that the news concerning Dr. Munch's retirement was announced.

Next week the Boston Symphony Orchestra conducted by Dr. Munch will perform a program including Mozart's "Don Giovanni" and Porgy in C minor (K. 546) and Sinfonia Concertante in E-flat (K. 297-B), Ravel's "Le Tombeau de Couperin," and "La Mer" by Debussy. This performance will mark the conclusion of the 86th season of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.

Kraig W. Kramers '64

Oxford for comfort... quality... appearance

The rich texture of fine Oxford skillfully tailored gives the assurance of being well-dressed. Case in point: the Arrow University Fashion B.D. with the authentic roll of the classic button-down. Your search is incomplete without a selection of these casual Arrow shirts in both long and short sleeves.

4.00

From the "Cum Laude Collection"
Freshmen Crown Dome

With Birthday Candle

(Carried From Page 1)

the room of a Burton House resident who found it resting against his door on Tuesday morning.

On Wednesday afternoon the candle was wrapped in paper and addressed to a nonresident "Professor Stein" from the "General Atomic Corporation," and brought up to the roof of Building 3.

At midnight, the students met in front of Kresge Auditorium carrying bunting of ropes and flashlights. Again, two cords stood guard in front of the entrance to the Engi-

SUMMER JOBS

You can earn $85 per week during summer aboard cruise ships as waiter, pool attendant, clerk, etc. Complete data sheet $1. Lending Information Service Dept. E.3, Box 74 New York 61, N. Y.

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVINGS BANK
(Right in Central Sq.)

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.
Phone UN 4-5271

CALIFORNIA
Round Trip Air Fare Plus Tax
Round $140 to $206
WHY PAY MORE?

Howard Hillman, Student Rep.

LA 3-4400

Other Nights: Chicago & Florida

L&M
UNLOCKS FRIENDLY FLAVOR

Flavor that never dries out your taste.

Get the flavor only L&M unlocks in pack or box.

L&M Campus Opinion Answers:

Answer, Question #1: Yes 61% - No 39%

Answer, Question #2: The biggest 7% - Pretty big 55%

Not so big 22% - No help at all 8%

Answer, Question #3: Electronics 14% - Solid state physics 5%

Advertising 8% - Politics 14% - Law 7%

Business administration 12%

Chemical engineering 12%

Medicine 32% - Sales 4%

Industrial design 1% - Architecture 3%

Mathematics 2% - Psychology 9%

College teaching 3% - Biochemistry 17%

Answer, Question #4: Filter 73% - Non-filter 27%

With almost three out of four college students now in the filter camp, you see it is now possible to try L&M, the filter cigarette that promises - and delivers - flavor.

The friendly flavor of rags, golden tobaccos. Sign flavor that never dries out your taste. Get the flavor only L&M unlocks.

The L&M Campus Opinion Poll was taken at 120 colleges where L&M has student representatives, and was a statistically random selection of all undergraduate students.

WHY DID YOU SERVE THEM SCHAEFER BEER?

SBLI

$2.85 Gets $5,000

Yes, a man age 30 can get $5,000 of Savings Bank Life 5-Year Renewable Term Insurance for only $2.85 monthly. For age 20 it's $2.25; 25, $2.50; 35, $3.45; 40, $4.35. Annual dividends reduce these costs even more! Ask for folder giving rates at your age.

SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.
FREE FOR THE WINNING!
TWO Lambretta MOTOR SCOOTERS
Model 150

Want to have some fun? Get yourself a Lambretta. You'll be riding in high style, but your cost will be so low. That's because Lambretta is terrific transportation...gives you up to 100 miles on a gallon of gas. Lambretta gives you lots more, too — perfect balance, smooth performance, easy driving with touch transmission. Costs you less than 50¢ a week to run. No traffic problems with Lambretta. You scoot right through. No parking problems with Lambretta. You can park in two feet of space, and no special license is needed. No more transportation problems at all. So enjoy yourself — own a Lambretta. Remember — right now you can win a Lambretta or you can buy a Lambretta and get a cash refund if your entry wins. But by all means, stop in and see your Lambretta dealer today.

PLUS 39 OTHER VALUABLE PRIZES:
3 second prizes — Remco Movie Cameras,
5 third prizes — Remco Transistor Radios,
10 fourth prizes — 17-jewel Waltham Watches,
20 fifth prizes - Zebco Fishing Kits (Rod, Spinning Reel and Line).

HERE'S HOW YOU WIN:
Pick up your free entry blank, write just one short sentence (less than 20 words) telling why you think Lambretta is great to own. Then check off the answers to five interesting true or false questions.

A FREE LAMBRETTA DEMONSTRATION RIDE
When you stop in to pick up your entry blank, ask for a free Lambretta demonstration and find out what the fun is all about.
A ROBE BY ANY OTHER NAME

As Commencement Day draws near, the question on everyone's lips is: How will the different disciplines come to be marked by academic robes with hoods of different colors? Everybody—but anybody—is asking it. I mean I haven't been able to walk ten feet on any campus in America without somebody grabbing my elbow and saying, "How did the different disciplines come to be marked by those robes with hoods of different colors, boy?"

This, I must say, is not the usual question asked by collegians who grab my elbow. Usually they say, "Hey, Shorty, got a Marlboro?" And it's right and proper that they should not be collegians, and, therefore, the nation's leaders in intelligence and discrimination. And do not intelligence and discrimination demand that the tobacco and smoke of the nation's leaders in intelligence and discrimination demand that the tobacco and smoke of various disciplines come to be marked by academic robes with hoods of different colors, hail?

Well, sir, to answer this vexing question, we must go back to—
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Farnham Meet The Coaches

Martin

Arthur E. "Art" Farnham, Jr., of Wayland, Mass., has been at various times over the past 20 years an assistant branch manager of the National Shawmut Bank, a head coach at Northampton High School, a college distance runner, a high school track and cross-country coach, a director of a boys' summer camping, and MTT track coach. He currently fills the last two positions, instructing physical education and freshmen and varsity track at MTT during the school year, and administrative Camp Mamweek, at Orleans, Mass., during the summer.

Served in Marines

A native of Boston, Farnham attended Lexington High School, where he played varsity football, track, and basketball. After graduation in 1940 he worked two years at the National Shawmut Bank in Boston, then entered the Marine Corps. Farnham served 27 months with the 3rd Marine Division on Guadalcanal, Bougainville, Guam, and New Guinea, leaving the service in late October 1945.

Farnham had been at Springfield only two years when, during the Korean War, he was recalled to active duty, serving at Camp Lejeune, N.C., in 1951-52. The Marines started training him on a successful coaching career, however, as the Farnham-coached cross-country track teams had undefeated records in competition against other service and college teams.

Both Captains And Coach

Back at Springfield College in 1953, his junior year, Farnham was both captain of the varsity and coach of the freshman cross-country teams. By graduation in 1954, he had competed three years in cross-country and two in track as a distance runner. Due to a leg injury at the close of the 1953 season, he did not do any running his senior year, but he again coached the freshman cross-country team.

For three years previous to joining the MTT physical education staff Farnham taught and coached at Tarrytown, N.Y., High School. His high school track and cross-country teams consistently had winning records; including two undefeated track seasons in 1950-51. The Marines started training him on a successful coaching career, however, as the Farnham-coached cross-country track teams had undefeated records in competition against other service and college teams.

Two of his cross-country teams won the New England Division 3rd and 4th in their class in New York State.

(To turn to page 11)
make the team. 

As the situation stands at the time, everyone would improve. Were more scrabblying for positions, the ones who are now on the bench, the final event, to maintain their edge. They missed by a single point, although Joe Davis '61 and Forrest Green turned in fine efforts, in finishing 2nd to Dave Thompson's 2:57.5 race. UNH grabbed fourth spot to gain their margin.

Co-captains Don Morrison '61 and George Withbroe '61 were the outstanding performers for Tech. Morrison leaped 5-11 3/4, best of his career, in winning the second best time of the day, 8:58:2, only four seconds off the mark of Harvard, which raced later with Syracuse and Brown.

At New Haven, Tech picked up two other victories by convincing margins when the second freshman light, won by five, and the third varsity came to the finish line a full six boat lengths ahead of both in front of their only opponent, Yale.

Next week the lightweights meet Harvard and Dartmouth on the Charles. The Crimson finally met their defeat in four years last Saturday at New Haven which came home second in front of them.

The heavyweight travel to New Haven to meet Yale, which last week beat an always strong Brown.

Athletic Association Publicity Committee Chairman Announced

Michael Kottler '62, and Malcolm Beacham, '63, were named Co-chairmen of the M.I.T.A.A. Publicity Committee in a recent appointment by the Executive Committee of the Association. An extensive publicity campaign has already been initiated by the committee, whose major function is to inform the M.I.T. community better of the many athletic events through out the year.

The new chairmen have planned the spring First Spring All Sports Day for this weekend, when seven home games are slated on Saturday afternoon.

Cindermen 3rd In Triangular Fray

Tufts, New Hampshire Top Trackmen

If "turn about is fair play," that's what both the varsity and freshman track teams received last Saturday at Briggs Field as both placed third in their respective meets. The scores were Tufts 71-12, University of New Hampshire 46, MIT 44.5; Andover 117, Tufts 24.5, MIT freshmen 24.5. The varsity had previously nipped UNH indoors while the youngsters had downed their Tufts counterparts. As the situation stands at the time, both contests were undecided until the final event.

Late Wednesday the freshman squad succumbed to Governor Dum- mer Academy 81%-35%.

KENWOOD

FOR SALE

1957 PLYMOUTH 6 CYL.
4 door Savoy- Automatic
Radio, Heater, 35,000 miles.
Best offer US $1,697.

IF "turn about is fair play," that's what both the varsity and freshman track teams received last Saturday at Briggs Field as both placed third in their respective meets. The scores were Tufts 71-12, University of New Hampshire 46, MIT 44.5; Andover 117, Tufts 24.5, MIT freshmen 24.5. The varsity had previously nipped UNH indoors while the youngsters had downed their Tufts counterparts. As the situation stands at the time, both contests were undecided until the final event.

Late Wednesday the freshman squad succumbed to Governor Dummer Academy 81%-35%.

Farnham Quoted

(Continued from Page 10)

MIT Track

Since he began coaching the MIT track team in 1957, the freshman have had two winning and one losing season, and are currently above .500 for the 1961 go-round. This year, however, they have won only six meets in the last four years. "This is a poor indication of the comparative strengths of MIT in track and field mater-
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ning to do, and most of them are good trackmen, but if enough fellows who have had track experience played on the team.
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**Tech Takes Three Tennis Triumphs**

M.I.T.'s varsity tennis team, bouncing back from six straight losses, won all three of their season's record to 4-0. On Thursday the Techmen swept their line-up here as they registered their 5th straight win over the Engineers, defeating the 3rd and 4th singles, the singles and doubles. MIT had the high point total in the Tech 12-dozeners but still trailed BC by a score of 7-1. MIT's high point total was the A-line singles of Don Nelson '61 in the Fireflies.

**Sports Staff Expands**

With the new format of The Tech, the sports pages have expanded in both quantity and scope. Writers are needed for features such as "Meet the Coach," as well as the weekly reporting of events. In addition, the recent policy of the AA has been to send The Tech reporters on trips with teams. Anyone interested in joining the sports board should call Sandy Wagner or come to the office in Walker Memorial on Saturday afternoon.

"This is the motion picture that shocked the continent like an earth quake. This is the film that has been damned and applauded, lauded and condemned."

---

**How They Did**

**Lacrosse**

Holy Cross 9 MIT 8
M.I.T. 70 Rivers 2
MIT 3 UNH
Harvard 14 MIT(9) 5

**Tennis**

M.I.T(9) 9 Governor Dummer
MIT 8 Bowdoin 1
MIT 7 Wesleyan 3
Harvard(29) 9 MIT(9) 0

**Track**

Governor Dummer 81%
MIT(25) 33%
Tufts 72%
UNH 14
MIT(45) 43%
Andover 17 Tufts(24) 23%

**Baseball**

Bowdoin 8 MIT 5
MIT 5 Bates 4

**Golf**

MIT 8 Bowdoin 2
MIT 6 Springfield 2
Williams 4 MIT 3
MIT 5 1/2 Colby 1 1/2

**All Sports Day Slated This Weekend: 7 Teams To Compete**

This Saturday afternoon, the M.I.T. Athletic Association will embark on a new program designed to stimulate student interest in intercollegiate sports at Tech. Starting the day's activities at 1:00 will be Bowdoin's freshman and varsity track teams. At 5:00, Middlebury's seasoned varsity baseball team, Amherst's varsity tennis team, the Hock School's freshman lacrosse team, and Amherst's varsity lacrosse team will bring action to the field. Reounding the day's festivities will be the Biggin Cup in which the lightweight crew of Harvard, Dartmouth, and M.I.T. will race.

This marks the last Saturday that spectators can see most of the M.I.T. spring sport squads in action on the same afternoon.

---

**Tech Nine Victorious On Ninth Inning Rally**

The M.I.T. Varsity Baseball Team won the regular season 5-4 last Saturday in a thrilling ninth inning rally at Wesleyan. M.I.T. scored a dramatic victory over the Engineers with a score of 4-3 in the bottom of the ninth, on seven consecutive runs by Bates, M.I.T. scored two runs on two walks, a hit batter, and two doubles, the last hit by the pitcher. Mickey Haney, '60, hit the game-winning run. Bates and MIT scored three runs, as well as pitching three hit batters. The opening game of the season against Northeastern was raised in the second inning on April 11. A week later M.I.T. was defeated by Bates College 12-1, the last being the pitcher. Mickey Haney, '60, hit the game-winning run. Bates and MIT scored three runs, as well as pitching three hit batters.

---

**STUART & TREMONT LI 2-7040**


---

**SACK THEATRES**

"My admiration without reserve for this film which I consider a wonder." — COCTEAU

"A cinematic thriller created by the new wave French director Jean-Luc Godard."

---

**Tech Sailors Twice Victorious In Big Early Season Regattas**

By Warren McCutcheon '62

The M.I.T. sailing team is looking forward to another successful season this spring after starting off the year by winning two out of four major regattas.

Geiger Memorial Trophy on the Charles and on Patriots Days. Beaver sailors were also victorious in home waters.

In the Geiger regatta, which is sailed not only in Tech Dinghies, but also in Firefly Dinghies and in 110's, MIT came home with 98 points, ahead of second place Boston College, who amassed 87 counters.

With Kenneth Clarke '63 skippering in one division and Pete Gray '61 and Meyer Lifschitz '63 co-skippering in the other, MIT had the high point total in the Tech 12-dozeners but still trailed BC by a score of 7-1. Jerry Milgram '62 sailed to a third in the 110 division but what gave Tech the winning margin was the fine sailing of Don Nelson '61 in the Firefly division.

**Sports Staff Expands**

With the new format of The Tech, the sports pages have expanded in both quantity and scope. Writers are needed for features such as "Meet the Coach," as well as the weekly reporting of events. In addition, the recent policy of the AA has been to send The Tech reporters on trips with teams. Anyone interested in joining the sports board should call Sandy Wagner or come to the office in Walker Memorial on Saturday afternoon.

"This is the motion picture that shocked the continent like an earthquake. This is the film that has been damned and applauded, lauded and condemned."